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Chemistry. - «On Isomorphous Oompounds of Gold and M ercul'y." 
By Prof. TH. H. BEHRENS. 

In bis Manual of Microcbemical Analysis tbe autber bas pointed 
to analogies between thiocyanates of gold and mercury. 

Renewed investigation of tbis subject bas shown, that the iso
morphism of tbese double thiocyanates canllot be fully established 
by means of compound crystals. Halogen compounds bave then been 
tried, and from these complete series of compound crystals have 
been obtained. They were prepared by adding to mixed solutions 
of tbe cblorides and bromides of gold and mercury cblorides or 
bromides of tballium, caesium and rubidium. Thallous compounds 
act pl'omptly; tbe compound crystals are interspel'sed witb :flaltes of 
tricbloride or tl'ibromide of thallium. The action of caesium and 
rubidium compounds is slower and Ie ss energetic. It can be bastened 
and furthered by adding ab out one telltb~part of alcohol. This takes 
up one tbird of tbc hal ogen , tbat was combined witb goM (sbown 
by a change of colou! in tbe solution of bromides) while gold dichlo· 
ride or - dibromide is fixed in the compound crystals along witb 
dicbloride or dibromide of mercury. If 110 alcohol is added the 
balogen, split oft' from the gold trihaloid must form trihaloid of 
caesium or rubidium, wbich is also readily attacked Ly hyàrolysis. 

Finally it rnay be mentiolled, that the compound crystals of 
bromides will be found usefnl in testing for gold. With caesium 
the solubility is smalI, and tbe yeliow colour of the crystals is seen 
witbout difficulty with a proportion of oue part of gold to fifty parts 
of mercury. 

Physics. - Prof. J. D. VAN DER W A.ALS presents on behalf of 
Dr. G. BAKKElt of Schiedam a paper on: «A remm'k 
on fhe Moleculm' Pofential Func~ion of Prof. V A.N DER WAALS." 

In his "Tbermodynamiscbe Theorie der Capillariteit in de onder
stelling van continue dichtbeidsveranclering" Prof, VAN DER WAALS 
:!inds for the potentialof two material points at a distance 'I' the 
expression 

in which C, f and }. represent the constants. 
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Some time later 1) Prof. VAN DER W .. HLS pointed out a rem ark
ablo property of that function. He fuund tbat if a cóeffioient 
depending on the radius, is left out of account, in consequence of 
tbis functioD tbe potentialof a homogeneous sphel'e for an exterior 
point is determined by the distance between tbe point and tbe 
centre of the sphere in the same way as if tbe whole maas were 
concentrated in the centre. 

On account of the great importance, practical as weIl as theore
tical, of such a fUDction for a theory of gases and liquius, which 
assumes spherical molecules (bi which the potential ellergy might 
de determineb in a simple way by the configuration of the centres 
of the molecules), I examined the question WIl ether th ere are more 
potential functions, which possess this properfy. As a solution I 
found the general function: 

A e-qr B eqr 
cp(r)=--+--+C . ..... (1) 

r r 

in which A and Bare arbitral'y positive and negative constants. 
For a spberical shell the coefficient depends on the radius in the 
following manner: 

eqR-e-qR 
F(R) = . 

2qR 

If however, we restriet ourselves to attractive' forces, which 
decrease according to the distance, the most general function is that 
of VAN DER WAALS, viz: 

fe-qr 
cp (r) = C - • 

r 

If for this potential function a spherical (homogeneous) mass 
assumes this property, it wiJl also be the case for a spherical she11 
and vice versa. 

Let R be the radius 
of a sphel:ical shell 
which is tbougbt 
infinitely thin, P the 
point on which tbe 

~~-----+r-----------~~ 
P sben acts, dR tbe 

Fig. 1. 

thickness and M the 
centre of tbe she11. 

IJet us irnagine a 
cone wi th an infini
tely small aperture 

1) See I/Zeitschrift fUr physiknlische Chemie", xnr, 4, Seite 720, 1894. 
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dro, of which .. 11 is the vertex, then this cone wilI cut trom thé 
she11 a volume R2 dR dw, If {! is thc density, the mass of the element 
in A is:, R2 dR dw Q, If (p ('1') represents the form of the potential 
fUDction, tbe potential enel'gy of a unity of mass in P in con se
quence of the element in A is: R2 dR d(jJ (! cp (p), prepresenting the 
distance between A and P, 

If we turn the figure round MP as axis, the element in A describes 

an annular space, so that jdw = 21/;sin8d8; 8 representing LAJ1.P. 

In eonsequence of the annular space the potential energy in .P is: 

2 1/; R2 dR sin 8 dÓ (! cp (p) = - 2 1/; R2 dR d C08 8 (! cp (p) • 

Now p'J = R2 + '1'2 - 2 R'1' cos 0, in which '1' = MP, so 

2 P dp = - 2 R.r d C08 8 • 

The expression for the potential energy becomes therefore: 

21/; R9 d R 
Q R r p dp tp (p) 

or because 4 n R2 dR Cl l'epresents the mass of the she1l: 

1 M 
"2 Er p cp (p) dp • 

The integration over the whole of the shell gives: 

r+R 
1 M( 
2" Er] p cp (p) dp . 

r-R 

If F (R) represents the before mentioncd coefficient and F (R) a 
fUllction of R which is also to be determined, we may write: 

If we leave an absolute constant out of account, this equation 
furnishes the potential function, belonging to a force acting in the 
reg uired manner. 

Let us put: 
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1'+R 

!PP(P)dp=2RrF(R)p(r)+2RrF(R) • •. (a) 
r-R 

If we differentiate this identity twice with respect to rand also 

twice with respect to R, and put J r p (r) dr = lP (r), we get: 

lP" (r + R) - tfJ" (r - R) = 4 R F (R) p' (r) -+- 2 R,- F(B) pil (r) 

and 

lP" (r + R) - 1{1" (r - R) = 4 r p (r) F' (R) + 2 Er p (r) F" (R) + 

+ 4 r P (R) + 2 Rr F' (R) • 

Tbe left sidc members of these equations ~re the same, so also 

2 RF (R) p' (r) + Rr F (R) pr, (r) = 2 r p (r) F' (R) + 

+ Rr p (r) F" (R) + 2 r Fr CR) + Rr P" (R) 
or 

_2_rJ;_' (-'r)----.;..+_r _,p'_' ('-.1') = 2 F' CR) + RF" (R) + _1_ 2 F' (R) + RF" (R) • 
'f (p (r) R F (R) P (r) RF (R) 

Rand r not beil1g dependent on each other, we get separately 
2F'(R) + RFI/(R) . . . 

1.... RF(R) =C1 ,mwhIChC1 Isanabsoluteconstant 

2 P'(R) + RF"(R) 
2 • ' C~ also absolutely constant 

)(, F CR) 

and 3 . . . . 2 Cf} (r) + r p" (r) = C; + ~ . 
l' P (r) P (r) 

The solution of equation 3 will furnish the general form for the 
required potential function. 

If we write 'f = $ and p (r) = y, the last equation becomes 

Ol' 
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This equation has, accoràing to Cl being positive or uegative, 
the sol utions : 

C2 -xJ/c xVc 
X,!! + - X = Ae J + Be J 

Cl 

or 

:ry + ~: X = Al sin (.v V'-CI + «) 

in which A, B, Al and a are arbitrary constants. 
1'he potential function becomes therefore; 

or 
Al sin (ri/-C] + a) C2 

cp Cr) = r - Cl • • • • • (6) 

Ir we put Cl = q2 in the first case and Cl = - q2 in thc second 
case, the potential functions become: 

• . • . • . (Sa) 

or 
Al sin (qr + a) C2 cp ('1') = - - . . . . . . (6a) 

r q2 

If we restrict ourselves to functions which relate to forces as 
they occl1r in nature, the second potential function must be 
e:h.cludcd, and according to an above mentioned remark, the most 
general expression becomes: 

Ae -ql' + Be qr C2 
tp ('1') = - ~. . . . . . . (5b) 

r q 

The factor .F (R) is detel'mined by equation 1. 1'hIS equation be~ 
cornes identical with equation 4, if we put C2=0. The general so~ 
lution becomes therefore: 

Me qR + Ne-gIl 
F (R) = R . • . • • . (7) 
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.A.ccording to equation (2) the followmg equation holds good for 
function F (R) : 

2F'(R)+RF"(R)= q~( Me
qR 

+Ne-
qR

) 

We Bnd easily: 

in which E and D represent constants. 
If in equation a we substitute the expressions we have found, 

for cp ('1'), F (R) and F(R), we find the relations which must exist 
between the constants. We shall easily find: 

M=~ 
2q 

1 
N=--

2q 
Therefore 

Ae -qr + Be q. 02 
cp ('I') = 'I' - 9.2 . . . . . . (9) 

and 
qR -qR 

F (R) = e -; ;R ....•.•• (10) 

The potential for a spherical she11 in pQint P (see fig. 1), becomes 
therefore I) : 

qR - qR ...4 -qr + B qr e -e e e 
M F (R) cp ('I') = M X -_.:....---

2 qR 'I' 

If Q is the density, then 4 n R2 d R Q = M. I!'or the whole sphere 
we get therefore for the potential in an outside point: 

2 A.e -qr + Be qr \ 1 (D 1) qR + 1 (R + 1) - qR I 
= n Q qr /"-q ,J.o--q e q -q e I 

1) We put the constant of the potential function = O. 
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r 
e À 

Starting from the function ep (1') = - f-
9' 

(Thermodynami -

sche Theorie der Kapillar. Zeitschrift für phys. Chem. XIII, 4, 
18H4 P 721) Prof. VAN DER WAALS finds: 

The coefficient is the same as in the more general form of the 
potential function. If we take the more general expression 

r r 
Ae'-À + Be À • 

cp (1') = for B = 0 and A = - f, we get the funchon 
l' 

of Y AN DER W A.ALS. 
The theory of capillarity requires forces, w hieh decrease with the 

distance and are attractive. The latter condition furnishes: 

_ ep' (1') negative or cp' (1') positive. 

We have: 

So: 

for all positive values of r. 
If we take l' = À, we get: 

2A 
-<BeXO 
e 

from which follows that A. must be negative. Put .A = -!, in 
which f represents a positive value, ihe last inequality but one 

becomes: 

~ fe - i-( 1 + :) < Be f (: - 1 ) 
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Öl' 

For always increasing values of r, the left hand membel' tends 
to zero and the coefficient of B becomes infinite. Therefore (sym
bolically) : 

or 

80 13 cannot be negative. 
The former condition furnishes: 

(A is replaced by - I). 

d cl (1') 
-a-r- <0 

If l' is always more increasèd, the left hand member becomes 
infinite, whereas the right hand member decreases infinitely. 

Therefore symbolically 

B X + 00 <IX + O. 

So B cannot be positive. 
As therefore- B can be neither negative nor positive, B must be O. 
The fnnction of VAN DER WAALS is the most general function 

which fu1fi1s the conditions of the tbeory of capillarity and possesses 
the above mentioned property. \ 

In answer to a letter on thc subject discussed here, Prof. 
'VAN DER WAALS and Prof. KORTEWEG were 80 kind to draw my 
attention to the wOl'k of Dr. C. NEUMANN: nAllgemeine U nter
suchungen über das NEWTON 'sche Princip der Fernwirkungen mit 
besonderer Rücksicht auf die elektrischen Wirkungen" Leipzig 
B. G. TEUBNER, 1896. 
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Tbc prinC'ipal problem, discussed by the author is as follows: 
Wbat must be tbe form of the potential function of electric agens, 
spread over different conductors, in order to make an electrostatic 
equilibrium possible. (The possibility of sllch an equilibrium is con
sidered as an axiom). 

Dr. NEUMANN finds as the most genera I potential function: 

Áe- ar Be-(lr Ce- rr 
(p (r) = --+ + + . . . 

r r r 

a, (1, r ... A, Band Care unknown positive and negative 
quantities. 

Aftel' this the conditions are inquired into, which these quantities 
must fulfil, in order to make an equilibrium possible. The result 
may be expressed in tbis thesis: 

.,Es sei gegeben il'gentl eiD System von Conductoren und Isola
toren. Jeder Isolator sei ruit einer festen electrischen Vertheilung in 
seinem Innern, und zugleich mit einer testen electrischen Belegung 
an seiner Oberfl.äche versehen. Andererseits sei jeder Conductor 
entweder zur Erde abg'eleitet, oder abel' isolirt und mit einer gege
benen Elektricitätsmenge geladen. 

Alsdann wird füI' dieses System, unter Zugrundelegung der Potan-
tialfunction : 

\ 

Ae- ar Be-(lr Ce-rr 
q;(r)= +--+ + 

l' l' l' 

\ , 
stets ein elektrischer Gleichgewichtszustand existiren, faUs nul' die 
Con~tanten a, (j, r ... alle positiv, und die Constanten A, B, C ... 
nlle von einerlei Vorzeichell sind. 

Zu diesen Bedingungen wird offen bar für den besondern Fall, 
dass die Reihe ins U nendIiche fOl'tschreitet, noch die hinzuzufügen 
sein, dass die Reihe convergirt, sowie aucb die, dass Integral' 

J~ (1') E d-ç 

18 = cubic density and d-ç = element of volume I 

einen bestimmten Sinn habe. 
In that particular case thai we restrict ourselves to the first 

Ae- .. r 
term, and so assume as potential the farm cp (1') = ---- the 

r 
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Ïunction is simply the potential function of v A:N DER WAALS 

( A = - f and a = ~). 
For this case Dr., NEUMANN points out the property which 

Prof. VAN DER W AAI,S has aIso fonnd for his potelltial function. 
(Zeitschrift füI' phys. Chemie XIII, 4, 1894, p. 721). He states 
his thesis as follows: 

Die Einwil'kung einer homogenen materiellen Kugeltläche auf 
äussere Pnnkte \\ ird J bei Zugrulldelegung des Ge&etzes: 

Ae-"r 
(p(r)= --

l' 

genau dieselbe sein, als rührte sie her von eiuem einzigen im Centl urn 
der Fläche befindlichen materieIlen Punkt. 

I U nd zwal' hat die Ma~se M dieses der gegebenen Fläche äquiva
lenten materiellen Punktes den Werth: 

e"R- e -.eR ( Ca R)2 Ca R)1< 
M=.M =M 1---+-r::-+ 2aR n3 n~ 

wo .M die Gesammtmasse der gegebenen Fläche, und R den Radius 
derselben bezeichnet. Es ist mithin: 

und zwar wird der FalI M = M nul' dann eintreten, wenn die Con
Ae-"r 

stante a des Gesetzes cp (1') = verschwindet, jenes Gesetz also 
l' 

in das NEWToN'sche Gesetz sieh verwandelt. 
Moreover the remark is made, that if as potential tbe 

genera] function 

A e- "r B e-I'r G e-'Yf 

(p(r)=--+ +--+ 
l' l' l' 

is taken, also in this case a homogeneous spherical 8he11 acts on 
an exterior poin t, as if the mass: 

\ ettR _ e-a1l e(311 - e-I'll ~ 

M=.M/ 2aR + 2/'lR + .... ~ 

were concentrated in the centre. 

') 'lf (n) = 1. 2. 3 •.. n = Function of GAUSS. 
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1 must, however, point out that tbis thesis is not of the same 
nature as that proved hy Prof. V A.N DER WAALS for the funetion 

4rrt" 
cp ('1') = -~ -. In this case namely we must be able to find the 

'1' 
potential in the point in que~tion by a simple multiplication of the 
potential function ,vith a eoëffi.eient, depending on the radius of the 
8he11. This is not the case with the general funetion. 

Every term of the function cp (1') must be multiplied with the 
corresponding coefficient, to get the total potentiaI. 80 it l'emains a 
superposition of different potentials. 

The problem wbich I have treated: what must be the form of 
the potential funetion, by whieh a spherical shen acts on exterior 
points, as if (lp.aving a coefficient out of account), the mass was con
centrated in the centre, was not discussed. 

The second problem wbich I have tried to solve, is this. Is there 
a potcntial function whieh possesses the propel'ty just mentioned, 
while it is constant fOf a point illside the 8he11. 

For the potentialof a sparical shell at an exterior point we 
have found: 

r+R 

1 MJ' - - pq;(p)dp 
2 R'r 

rp = potential function. 
r-R 

For an interior point we should have got: 

R+r 
1 Mf - -- p (p (p) dp . 
2 R'r 

R-r 

If we put Jr cp ('1') d'r = l/J ('1'), we get 

v= 2~r jl/'(R+1')-lf'(R-r)~. 

The general form for the potential function, fulfilling the first 
condition was: 

A e-qr B egr 
rp(r)=--+--+C. 

'I' '1' 

.(1, IJ, 0 and q are arbitrary eonstants. The mass-coefflcient depends 
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on1y on q. Now the question is: is it possible to choose those con
stonts in sueh a way that the potentialof a spherical sht>ll with a 
radius R becolllcs constant for points inside the shell? 

So 

M \ A B 1 V= -- __ e-q(R+l)+- i'q(R+I) + -G(R+ '1')2+ 
2 Rrl q q 2 , 

A BIl +-e-Q(R-l) __ e-q(R-r)_-C(R-r)2\ . 
q IJ 2 

rrhe expression must now depend on '1'. It is easy to see that we 
]lave only to take A = J eqR and B = - j e-qR , to get Cf = con
stant) : 

MI j f j j I 
V = -- - -e - qr - - eqr + - eq! + - e-qr + 2 C Rr \ = :Al. C 

21~r I q q q q 
\ 

in which we have also fulfilled the second condition. 
The poten tial function becomes therefore: 

e-qr eQr 
tp ('I') =feqR- -fe-qR- + C. 

r '1' 

Considered supel'ficially we now get in contradiction with the 
theorcm of LAPLACE, whi0h states that the ]aw of NEWTON is tbc 
only law which fulfils the condition, that the spherical sheH exer
cises no force on a point inside it. In reality this theoram includes 
more. Thc function of forces must namely keep this pl'operty without 
change of thc constant, wllatever the radius of a spherical sheB may 
beo However in the case discussed by us the radius of the shell is 
given alld in the potential we have therefore introduced constants 
depending Oll the radius of the she11. 

A.s solution of equation (4) we found two in tt>grals. If we had 
substituted function (6a) in equation a and if, in the same way 
as before, we had sought the condihons which the dIfferent coef
ficients must fulfil, \\ e should have found that C = 0 and further 

F (R) = sinqR 
qR 
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The potcllti,tl of a bpheIical bhell in point P UC'COllleb thmcful'c: 

sin q R Al sin Cqr + a) 1 
M-- ). 

qR '/' 

. A 1 sin (qr + a) . . 
Though the functlOn IS of no lmportance for the 

'/' 

theory of tbe moleeular forces, it has nevertheless another remarkable 
physical signification. 

By twice differentiating with respect to x, we shall easily find: 

d2cp d '1,rp 
In the same way we find for -,,- and -2- corresponding expres-

dy~ dz 

SlOns. By adding these equations, we get: 

2 Al q'1, sin (q'/' + a) 2 
'iJ cp = - = - q cp. • • • (11) 

'/' 

As is weB lmown this differential equation is of great importance 
in the theory of the conduction or heat. The function found is an 
extension of the calorie potentialof MATHIEU. 

.A e-qr + B eqr 
If we had deduced for the first found function cp (1') = -----

l' 

the second differential coefficient according to :c, we should have 
found: 

If we calculate in the same way the corresponding expressions for 
d2cp d2cp 
-- and -, we find bv putting the three quantities tOl1:ether: 
dg2 dz2 • ~ 

I) In putting q = 0 we refind the potential which we should have fouud according 
to the law of attlaction of NEWTON. 

13 
l'roccedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. II 
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• • . (12) 

In the particular ctlse that A = - ~ and B =~, the relation 
2q 2q 

between the two equations (11) and (12) is evident. The function 
A e-qr + B eqr eqr - rqr 

cp ('1') = becomes: . If we substitute q V-I 
'1' 2 ql' 

for q, the lat ter expression becomes: 
~ 

eQ1V-1 - e-qrV-l 

2q'1' V-I 
sin q'1' 

=--. 
q'1' 

This function is a special case of the more general 

A 1 sin(q'1' t a) 1 
cp ('1') = . Al = - and a = 0 • 

'1' q 

Dy substituting in equation (12) q V -1 for q, we get equation 
(11), If q = 0 the two equations yield the weU known equation: 

"iJ2 = 0 • 
The functions 

A e-qr + B "qr Al sin (q'1' + a) 
cp ('1') = and cp ('1') = --=-_.:..:.-~-.: 

'1' '1' 

are solutions of two different partial differential equations of thc 
2nd order, uut we have seen that they are also common solutions 
of the same probler:l. 

We might also have deduced the partial differential equation (12) 
in the following way: 

A e-ar A ( q2 '1'2 qO 9,3 ) 
-=- l-Q'1'+---+ .. = 

'1' '1' n2 n3 

and 

l' 

B ( q2 7,J q3 '1'3 
=- 1+'11'--+-, + 

'1' n2 n3' .)= 

• 
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80: 

Ar'lr + Be'lr A + B (A + B)q2'1' (B-A)q3 1'2 
--'1'--- 'I' =q(B-A)+ 1f2 + n-3 + .. 

If we apply to the two members of this equation the operation 
7 2, we find 

2~Ae-qr+Beqr _ 2 ~A+B+(B_A) +(A+B}q2r+l_ 
'iJ t 'I' - q t 'I' q 7Z" 2 \ -

Ae-'lr + Begr =q2 ____ _ 
l' 

In the same way equation (11) may ahm be deduced. 
On the other hand, if $2 + y2 + z2 = 1,2, it is possible to show 

that the solutions of the differential -equations "iJ2 g; = ± q2 P, give 
exactly those functions that possess the property found by Prof. VAN 

DER WAALS for the potential function - f e-'lr . We have, viz: 

dp dep dr 
ck =d; dJ] 

and because 1'2 = $2 + y2 + z2 : 

dr 'I' 

-=-
ik l' 

therefore 

7' 

d2~ 1 x2 

d.I.:;' --;-7 

. dZp d2p. 
If we deduce the expressIOns for 2 and - III the same way, 

dy dz2 

we find by addition: 

The differential equations "iJ2 p = ± 92 p ma)' therefore be written 
in the following way: 

d},p 2 dgJ _+ __ = ±q2p 
dr2 l' d'r 

(IS) 

13* 
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We get these equations, wben for Cl we substitute + q2 and 
- g2 respectively in equation (4) and wh en we put C2 = 0, and 
tbis provps tbat the solutions of (13) fuIfil the condition in question. 

In a further paper I hope to prove the two following theorems: 
I. If in a region of space f! and vare functions of 3', ,IJ and z, 

and v satisfies the three following conditions : 
lst v and its dBferential C'oeffirients with respect to .1', y and z are 

everywbere continuous ; 
211d with the exeeption of some points or surfaees in tbis space 

d2v d2v d2v 

d 2' + -2 + d ~ = q2 V - 4 n (A + B) (! ; 
:r dy :::~ 

dv dIJ dv 
3ld tbe prod nots a'v, yv, zv, :x2 -, '!t 2 ~ en :;;2 - are now here 

de d.r dz 
infinite; 

then v is tbe potential with respect to the point :v, y and 
z of an agens, the density of which is (I, while thé potential 
functioll is expressed by: 

.A e-qr + B egr 
Cf> (?) = -----

'I' 

H. If the same conditions as in I hold for (! and v witll this 
modification that - q2 is substituted for q2 and A sin ct for A + Bi 

then v is thc potential with respect to point .c, ',Ij and z of an 
agens, the density of wbich is fj, wbilc the potential function is 
expJ essed by 

A sin (<f'l' + ct) 
Cf> ('I') = . ,. 

Hydrography, - Tidal Constants in tlle Larnpong- alld Sabaw~ 
bay, Sumatra. By Dr. J. P. VAN DER STOK. 

1. Telok Betang. 
ct. From April 23,1897 to April 22,1898 tidal observations have 

been made in the Lampong.bay on the road of Telo/i Betang, sit
uated in 50 27' Lat. S. aud 1050 16' Long. E. at the 6 hours of 8 
alld 10 a. m.) noon 2, 4 and 6 p. m. 

As in the eastern pal·ts of Sunda-strait thc normal (i. e. oceanic) 
tides of the lndian Oee:m must show a mo\'e or less gradual trans-


